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A Simulation of the Importance of Length of Growing Season and Canopy
Functional Properties on the Seasonal Gross Primary Production of Temperate
Alpine Meadows
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† Background and Aims Along snowmelt gradients, the canopies of temperate alpine meadows differ strongly in
their structural and biochemical properties. Here, a study is made of the effects of these canopy dissimilarities combined with the snow-induced changes in length of growing season on seasonal gross primary production (GPP).
† Methods Leaf area index (LAI) and community-aggregated values of leaf angle and leaf nitrogen content were
estimated for seven alpine plant canopies distributed along a marked snowmelt gradient, and these were used as
input variables in a sun – shade canopy bulk-photosynthesis model. The model was validated for plant communities
of early and late snowmelt sites by measuring the instantaneous CO2 fluxes with a canopy closed-chamber technique. A sensitivity analysis was conducted to estimate the relative impact of canopy properties and environmental
factors on the daily and seasonal GPP.
† Key Results Carbon uptake was primarily related to the LAI and total canopy nitrogen content, but not to the leaf
angle. For a given level of photosynthetically active radiation, CO2 assimilation was higher under overcast conditions. Sensitivity analysis revealed that increase of the length of the growing season had a higher effect on the
seasonal GPP than a similar increase of any other factor. It was also found that the observed greater nitrogen
content and larger LAI of canopies in late-snowmelt sites largely compensated for the negative impact of the
reduced growing season.
† Conclusions The results emphasize the primary importance of snow-induced changes in length of growing season
on carbon uptake in alpine temperate meadows. It was also demonstrated how using leaf-trait values of the dominants is a useful approach for modelling ecosystem carbon-cycle-related processes, particularly when continuous
measurements of CO2 fluxes are technically difficult. The study thus represents an important step in addressing
the challenge of using a plant functional-trait approach for biogeochemical modelling.
Key words: Alpine meadows, gross primary production, plant functional traits, snowmelt gradient, sun– shade model.

IN TROD UCT IO N
The carbon budget of cold, snow-covered ecosystems is of
particular interest because they are known to sequester a
large amount of organic carbon in their soils and to be particularly sensitive to global warming (Hobbie et al., 2000).
Much attention has been drawn to the carbon balance of
arctic tundra (Vourlitis et al., 2000; Grant et al., 2003;
Campbell et al., 2005; Euskirchen et al., 2006), but
carbon balance estimations for temperate alpine tundra
and meadows are relatively uncommon (Cernusca, 1989;
Diemer, 1994). In cold ecosystems, snow determines the
length of the season, which is a main driver of carbon
exchange between land and atmosphere (Arora and Boer,
2005; Churkina et al., 2005). Recent climatic studies have
highlighted the impact of rising temperatures on snowcover depth and duration at high elevations (Keller et al.,
2005), but their consequences for the carbon budget
remain poorly understood (Brooks et al., 1997; Monson
et al., 2006).
In situ continuous recording of CO2 fluxes remains difficult in high-elevation terrains (but see Cernusca et al.,
1998; Li et al., 2005; Hammerle et al., 2007). The alpine
* For correspondence. E-mail philippe.choler@ujf-grenoble.fr

landscape generally exhibits very fine-scale changes in vegetation cover, a feature that would preclude the designation
of turbulent fluxes to a particular ecosystem. For the same
reason, remote-sensing-based estimates of gross primary
production (GPP) in alpine landscapes also suffer from
insufficient spatial resolution (Turner et al., 2004). This
makes spatial and temporal scaling-up a major challenge.
A growing body of literature suggests using plant functional
traits in ecosystem modelling in order to scale-up ecosystem
processes on a mechanistic basis (Diaz and Cabido, 2001;
Lavorel and Garnier, 2002). Although this approach has
recently been used in modelling primary productivity and
litter decomposition (Quetier et al., 2007), to our knowledge, this promising avenue has seldom been explored to
model seasonal variations in GPP of herbaceous
ecosystems.
According to the ‘biomass ratio hypothesis’ (Grime,
1998), ecosystem properties and function (i.e. carbon and
nitrogen cycles) should be related to the trait values of
the dominant contributors to the plant biomass. Several
key ecosystem processes, such as decomposition rate or productivity, may be predicted from the traits of the dominant
species (Chapin et al., 1996; Cornelissen et al., 1999;
Epstein et al., 2001). A main challenge is to mechanistically link ecosystem processes to a set of key plant
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functional traits that could easily be measured in the field
(Diaz and Cabido, 2001). In this respect, it has been proposed that the use of quantitative traits would be more
powerful than a broad categorization into discrete plant
functional groups (Garnier et al., 2004). The mean of trait
values weighted by the relative abundance of each
species – i.e. a community-aggregated value (Violle
et al., 2007) – provides a route to scale-up from organ to
community level and offers a linkage between comparative
plant ecology and ecosystem modelling. The goal of this
paper is to develop such a modelling approach to estimate
the seasonal GPP of temperate alpine meadows. Gross
primary production is a key variable of the carbon
balance as it quantifies the amount of autotrophic carbon
available for growth, reserve and respiratory demands at
the ecosystem level.
In alpine ecosystems, the landscape-scale distribution of
snow (which is tightly related to the mesotopography) is a
main driver of ecosystem structure and functioning.
Through its effect on the length of the growing season,
snow provides a complex ecological gradient affecting the
seasonal course of temperature, light, wind exposure, soil
water content and nitrogen availability (Jones et al.,
2000). It has long been known that arctic and temperate
alpine plant communities exhibit high species turnover
along snowmelt gradients (e.g. Komarkova and Webber,
1978; Kudo and Ito, 1992; Onipchenko and Blinnikov,
1994; Theurillat et al., 1994). More recent studies have
indicated that consistent shifts in plant functional diversity
occur from early to late-snowmelt sites (Kudo et al., 1999;
Choler, 2005). A greater leaf nitrogen concentration
(Nmass), a higher specific leaf area (SLA) and a predominance of horizontal leaves (i.e. trait values generally associated with a high capacity for resource acquisition) are
common features of species from snowy sites (Choler,
2005). Conversely, species from early melting sites are
characterized by upright and thick leaves and low SLA,
i.e. trait values generally associated with nutrientconservation strategies (Wright et al., 2004).
Many studies have investigated the relationships among
several canopy properties – leaf area index (LAI), nitrogen
content, canopy architecture – and their effect on carbon
uptake in different light conditions (Anten et al., 1995;
Hikosaka and Hirose, 1997; Anten, 2005). But, to our
knowledge, there has been no attempt to examine these
relationships for multispecies assemblages distributed
along gradients of length of growing season. In this study,
we addressed the following questions. (1) What are the
differences in the community-aggregated values of leaf
functional traits along the snow-cover gradient? (2) What
is the relative effect of these canopy functional properties
and environmental factors (light and temperature regime,
length of growing season) on the seasonal GPP? (3) To
what extent do plant communities from late-snowmelt
sites overcome the negative impact of a reduced growing
season on GPP?
This study was based on previous work investigating
changes in plant functional traits at the species level
along snowmelt gradients in the alpine zone of the southwestern Alps (Choler, 2005). For this work, a sun – shade

canopy bulk-photosynthesis model was implemented to
simulate the light interception and the GPP at the ecosystem
level. The model was validated with instantaneous measurements of CO2 fluxes using a closed-chamber technique.
Finally, a sensitivity analysis was conducted in order to
determine the relative effects of climatic factors and
canopy functional properties on the seasonal GPP.
M AT E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S
Study site and plant trait measurements

The research site was located in the south-western Alps
(France) between the Lautaret and Galibier Pass (45870 N,
6850 E). The 2-ha site is a slightly inclined depression
located between 2700 and 2780 m a.s.l. It exhibits a
typical mosaic of alpine meadow species, ranging from
Kobresia myosuroides-dominated plant communities in
the early snowmelt sites to Carex foetida- and Alchemilla
pentaphyllea-dominated plant communities in the
late-snowmelt sites. For this work, the seven plant communities that are the most abundant in the studied area were
selected. The communities are designated here according
to the mean date of snowmelt in Julian days (e.g. C130,
C140, C150, etc). Leaf angle, specific leaf area and leaf
nitrogen concentration [expressed on a mass (Nmass) or
area (Narea) basis] were used in this study because of their
known effect on carbon-cycle-related processes. Further
details of the site and trait measurements are given in
Choler (2005).
For each trait, a community-aggregated value (Ti) was
calculated as follows:
Ti ¼

n
X

pi ti

ð1Þ

i¼1

where pi is the relative cover of species i in the sampling
unit (SU), n is the number of species accounting for 80 %
of the cover in the SU, and ti is the trait value of species
i. Although the total coverage of the n species could slightly
exceed 80 %, we did not correct the community-aggregated
value. In practical terms, the change in Ti value because of
this discrepancy is of very limited magnitude (Cornelissen
et al., 2003).
For each plant community, the peak standing biomass
was harvested at the end of July in square plots of 50 
50 cm. To calculate the leaf area index (LAI), the whole
projected surface of green biomass for three harvests per
community was measured using a leaf area meter
(WinDIAS, Delta-T Devices Ltd). Separation between
green and dead phytoelements was hard to achieve in
early snowmelt sites, and hence LAI might have been
slightly over-estimated for these communities. Material
was then dried at 85 8C for 48 h and weighed.
Climate

Hourly soil temperatures were recorded using Hobo
probes (Onset Computer Corporation, Bourne, MA)
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buried at 5-cm depth over the period 1999 – 2005. During
snow-covered periods, soil temperatures were close to
0 8C (usually between – 1 and 1 8C) throughout the day
and did not exhibit circadian variations, a recording consistent with a continuous snow cover of at least 1 m
depth. The length of the growing season was calculated
as the number of snow-free days with a mean soil temperature above 0 8C.
During the summer season, air temperature, relative
humidity and photosynthetically active radiation (PAR)
were recorded hourly by an automatic weather station
[Campbell Scientific (Canada) Corp.] located in the Jardin
Alpin du Lautaret (2100 m a.s.l.), 5 km from the study
site. The diffuse and direct components of PAR were calculated according to Spitters (1986). Daily integrated values
of incoming solar radiation were obtained from a longer
time series (1999 – 2004) at Briançon climatic station
(1300 m a.s.l.), located at 30 km from the site and maintained by Météo France.
The Clear Sky Model (CSM) developed in the framework of the European Solar Radiation Atlas (Rigollier
et al., 1999) was used to model the incoming global irradiance on a horizontal plane under a cloudless sky. In the
CSM, the direct (or beam) radiation (I0b) and the diffuse
radiation (I0d) are simulated separately. Details of the
CSM can be found in Rigollier et al. (1999). Solar geometry was implemented using equations written by L. Wald
and O. Bauer (École des mines de Paris, Centre
d’Energétique, Groupe de Télédétection, February, 1997).
The model was implemented with no mask effect due to
the relief. The long-term recordings of daily irradiance in
Briançon were used to parameterize the monthly mean
atmospheric turbidity in the area.
Canopy bulk-photosynthesis model and simulation
of seasonal GPP

We developed a modified version of the sun –shade
model of De Pury and Farquhar (1997) to estimate the
canopy-intercepted radiation and CO2 fixation. For light
interception, the model splits the canopy into a sunlit and
a shaded fraction, which experience distinct light regimes.
Shaded leaves receive scattered light and diffuse sky irradiance while sunlit leaves receive direct-beam irradiance in
addition to this. CO2 fixation is based on the von
Caemmerer and Farquhar biochemical model of C3 leaf
CO2 assimilation (Farquhar et al., 1980; von Caemmerer
and Farquhar, 1981). Below, we only detail the main
changes made to the original sun – shade model. The main
constants, parameters and equations of the model are
given in the Supplementary Information, available online.
(1) We used the ellipsoidal distribution model (Campbell,
1990) to describe the leaf-inclination distribution (or
leaf eccentricity) in the canopy. For simplicity, the
canopy is considered as spatially homogeneous, i.e.
with no clumped leaves in either the vertical or horizontal dimensions. The model assumes that the
leaf-angle distribution is similar to the distribution of
area on the surface of an ellipsoid. The model requires
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only one parameter (1), which is the ratio of the axes of
the ellipsoid. The leaf-azimuth-angle distribution is
assumed to be uniform; as such, the leaf-inclination
probability density function g will solely depend on
zl, the zenith angle of the leaf normal (see
Supplementary Information, Table S2, eqn 1, available
online). We estimated the parameter 1 from
community-aggregated values of leaf angle (Table S2,
eqn 2). The use of the ellipsoidal distribution model
modifies the calculations of the canopy extinction coefficient for direct radiation (kb) as well as the canopy
reflection coefficient (Table S2, eqns 4 – 6).
(2) The Rubisco capacity is linearly related to the leaf
nitrogen content. The mean slope of the Narea – Vc,max
relationship (the parameter sN) was derived from ACi
response curves of six alpine species (see
Supplementary Information online) and from published
data for 13 other species (Wohlfahrt et al., 1998). The
minimum leaf nitrogen content, Nmin, corresponds to
the x-intercept of the Narea –Vc,max linear relationship.
Much attention has been devoted to the vertical distribution of nitrogen in models of canopy photosynthesis
(Friend, 2001). Under non-uniform distribution of
nitrogen within the canopy, Vc,max is also a function
of canopy depth (Table S2, eqn 12). Following
Schieving et al. (1992), we used generalized circle
equations to model, with a single parameter pN, different curvatures in the profile of the nitrogen distribution
within the canopy while keeping the total amount of
nitrogen, Ntot, constant (Table S2, eqn 13). If pN ¼ 1,
Narea decreases linearly with canopy depth, while a
uniform distribution is achieved when pN tends
towards infinity. Our preliminary measurements did
not support non-uniform nitrogen distribution in early
and late-snowmelt alpine meadows. Nevertheless, we
maintained this model parameterization in order to
compare the potential impact of nitrogen distribution
with other factors.
(3) The photosynthesis model was combined with a model
of stomatal conductance using the empirical approach
developed by Ball et al. (1987; Table S2, eqns
24– 28, online). Lack of data for accurate parameterization required that several simplifications had to be
made. First, we used the relative humidity of ambient
air as a surrogate for the leaf surface water vapour
pressure. Secondly, boundary layer conductance to
H2O was set constant. Due to the interdependence of
leaf net photosynthesis and stomatal conductance, we
used an iteration method to calculate Ci (Harley and
Tenhunen, 1991). Parameters for the stomatal conductance sub-model were taken from the work of
Wohlfahrt et al. (1998).
(4) Seasonal GPP was estimated by running the canopy
bulk-photosynthesis model from 10 May to 20
August. This 100-d period was divided into ten subperiods of 10 d. For each sub-period, we calculated
on an hourly basis the daily time course of air temperature, light and relative humidity for sunny, cloudy and
intermediate days. Each sub-period comprised six
sunny days, two cloudy days and two intermediate
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days. These relative contributions were derived from an
analysis of the long-term recordings of daily irradiance
in Briançon (see ‘Climate’, above). The seasonal evolution of LAI was described as a linear function of
cumulative degree days (DD) after snowmelt, as
follows:
LAIðtÞ ¼ LAImax  DDðtÞ=DDðtopt Þ
where LAImax is the measured LAI at the time of peak
standing biomass (topt). This parameterization allows
the capture of the faster initial development of canopies
from late-snowmelt sites.
To assess the relative importance of canopy functional
properties and climatic factors on carbon uptake, we conducted sensitivity analyses by systematically varying one
factor, i.e. a model parameter or a variable, while keeping
the other factors constant and calculating the relative
effect on the seasonal GPP.

indication that respiration increased after the light treatment. Instantaneous rates of gross CO2 uptake (GPP) were
calculated as GPP ¼ Fn þ Rd. LAI and Ntot were measured
on three 5  5 cm square plots per monolith. The mean LAI
of early snowmelt monoliths was 1.3, and the mean Ntot was
208 mmol N m22. The mean LAI of late-snowmelt monoliths was 2.2, and the mean Ntot was 280 mmol N m22.
Model performance was evaluated quantitatively by calculating the square of Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r 2),
and qualitatively by the root-mean-square error (RMSE)
and the mean absolute error (MAE), summarizing the
mean differences between observed and predicted values
(Willmott and Matsuura, 2005).
Numerical simulations, statistical analyses and graphics
were performed with the R software environment
(R Development Core Team, 2006). The source code is
available upon request.
R E S U LT S
Climatic conditions along the snowmelt gradient

Model validation by canopy gas-exchange measurements

A closed system was used to measure the CO2 exchange
of alpine meadow monoliths taken from an early and a
late-snowmelt site (communities C140 and C180, respectively). Early snowmelt monoliths were sampled in the
vicinity of the site of where plant trait measurements
were taken. But for practical reasons, late-snowmelt monoliths were sampled near the Agnel Pass at 2760 m a.s.l.,
located in the Queyras mountain range. For each community, five monoliths of 20-cm depth and 50  25 cm area
were excavated during autumn 2005, and brought to the
Lautaret Alpine field station (2100 m a.s.l.) where they
remained until the following summer for measurements.
Species’ identity and relative cover in the monoliths were
assessed before the measurements and no changes were
found in the floristic composition compared with the
field. This indicated that the monoliths recovered well
from excavation.
For CO2 flux measurements, a 48-L Perspex chamber
was placed over each monolith and sealed around the
base by seating it in a trough of water. Within the
chamber, a fan (Radio Spare) provided air mixing above
the canopy. The chamber was connected to a portable
IRGA (EGM-4, PPSystems, Hitchin, UK) measuring the
CO2 concentration every minute. The rate of change of
CO2 in the chamber was determined by averaging the
measurements under steady-state conditions, which typically began after 1 min. The measurement periods were
generally brief, not exceeding 3 min in order to minimize
chamber effects. We simultaneously recorded photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), air and soil temperature, and
relative humidity (RH) within the chamber. The rate of
change in chamber CO2 concentration was converted into
a CO2 exchange rate per ground area. Net CO2 fluxes
under light conditions (Fn) were collected on both cloudy
and sunny days in mid-July, 2006. Dark respiration rates
(Rd) were measured before and after the light treatment
by placing a dark cover over the chamber. There was no

The yearly course of soil temperature for the early (C140) and
the late (C180) snowmelt sites is depicted on Fig. 1. The
delayed onset of growing season, by nearly 40 d, is constant
throughout the 7 years of recordings (Fig. 1A). This difference accounts for a loss of around 280 8Cd at the snowy
site at the time of peak standing biomass, which is 30 %
fewer degree-days than at the early snowmelt site (Fig. 1B).
By comparison, inter-annual variability in cumulative
degree-days in the snowy sites is about an order of magnitude
below that of the early snowmelt sites (Fig. 1B).
The annual cycle of incident solar radiation measured
during cloudless days is fitted well by the clear sky
model (Fig. 2A). Around 60 % of days during the
growing season received more than 70 % clear-sky radiation, hereafter referred to as ‘sunny days’. Thus, cloudless
weather conditions predominate in this area of the southwestern Alps. The effect of cloudiness accounts for a
10 % reduction in total radiation received by the early
snowmelt sites compared to the clear sky model
(Fig. 2B). Later snowmelt in C180 is responsible for a
40 % reduction in the cumulative incoming solar radiation
over the growing season when compared with early snowmelt sites, i.e. from 0.22 MJ cm22 to 0.13 MJ cm22
(Fig. 2B). Inter-annual variations are small compared with
those attributable to the timing of snowmelt (Fig. 2B).
The daily time course of climatic data for the three types
of day is given in the Supplementary Information
(Fig. S1, available online).
Plant functional traits along the snowmelt gradient

Graminoids, erect forbs and large leafy rosettes are the
main plant life forms accounting for up to 80 % of the vegetation cover in the study area (Table 1). Early snowmelt
sites exhibit a discontinuous vegetation cover and a high
proportion of bunch graminoids (e.g. Kobresia myosuroides), whereas tiny erect forbs and stoloniferous graminoids are predominant at the snowy sites. The snowmelt
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F I G . 1. (A) Time course of daily mean (+ s.e.) soil temperature at 5 cm
below ground and (B) cumulative degree-days in early and late-snowmelt
sites in the C140 and C180 communities (see Table 1). Data are averaged
over the period 1999–2005 and were recorded at two or three different
sites depending on the year.

gradient was also characterized by a marked shift in
community-aggregated values of leaf traits, with planophilous canopies with a high Nmass and high SLA at the snowy
sites, and erectophilous canopies with low SLA and high
Narea at the early snowmelt sites (Fig. 3).
Canopies of late-snowmelt sites exhibited larger LAI and
greater Ntot (Table 1). It should be stressed that the range of
variation for LAI (from less than 1.0 at the early snowmelt
sites to around 2.5 at the mid-part of the gradient) largely
exceeded that of Narea. Therefore, the total nitrogen pool
in the canopy, Ntot ¼ LAI  Narea is primarily determined
by LAI, and to a lesser extent by Narea.
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F I G . 2. (A) Time course of daily integrated incoming radiation in 2002
and comparison with a clear sky model (solid line). Broken lines indicate
reductions of 20 % and 50 % of the clear sky amount of radiation, i.e. the
threshold values chosen for intermediate and cloudy days. The horizontal
segment indicates the growing season period. (B) Cumulative radiation
during the growing season in the C140 and C180 communities. The
clear sky model is shown for comparison. Means (+ s.e.) were
calculated over the period 1999–2004. Data were recorded at Briançon
(1300 m a.s.l.), 30 km from the study site.

Daily and seasonal gross primary production

Modelled values of instantaneous gross CO2 uptake corresponded well with measurements under cloudless and
overcast conditions, although there was a slight overestimation for early snowmelt canopies (Fig. 4). Increased
carbon fixation under conditions of high diffuse radiation
was particularly noteworthy for canopies with high LAI
(Fig. 4A). At a PAR of 1000 mmol m22 s21, the CO2
gross uptake of late snowmelt monoliths was 1.5 times
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TA B L E 1. Features of the seven alpine meadows distributed along the snowmelt gradient. The measurements were made at the
time of peak standing biomass at the end of July 2004. The leaf eccentricity was calculated with an ellipsoidal
leaf-distribution model (see Material and Methods)
Mean snowmelt (Julian day)
130
n
Percentage cover of plant life form
Bunch graminoids
Other graminoids
Erect forbs
Large leafy rosette
Leaf eccentricity
Leaf area index*
Ntot (mmol m22)
Above-ground phytomass (g m22)

7
59 + 1.6
15 + 1.4
14 + 0.6
3 + 0.3
0.5
0.8 + 0.09
133 + 4.0
435 + 154

140

150

9
33 +1.7
12 + 0.8
30 + 1.3
17 + 1.1
1.5
1.5 + 0.06
218 + 10.3
486 + 65

6

160
4

18 + 0.9
13 + 0.5
33 + 1.0
17 + 0.9
1.6
2.5 + 0.35
356 + 10.2
443 + 89

,1
28 + 2.5
36 + 1.6
22 + 3.3
2.7
1.2 + 0.10
148 + 6.1
352 + 77

170

180

9
,1
20 + 1.1
43 + 2.1
17 + 2.3
2.3
1.12 + 0.01
159 + 5.9
402 + 45

4
,1
39 + 4.3
52 + 3.6
4 + 0.5
2.5
2.0 + 0.09
257 + 7.4
398 + 67

190
8
,1
48 + 4.8
52 + 4.8
,1
3.1
2.4 + 0.18
275 + 16.7
370 + 36

Means + s.e. are shown.
*n ¼ 3 for LAI.

higher under overcast conditions compared to sunny conditions (Fig. 4A), even though ambient air temperature was
around 5 8C lower (Supplementary Information, Fig. S1).
For sunny and overcast conditions, the daily GPP values
for the seven canopies were linearly related to the LAI
(Fig. 5). This may be explained by the strong relationship
between LAI and Ntot (see above and Table 1). For a
given amount of Ntot, we simulated the daily carbon
uptake for a range of LAI (Fig. 5). For low LAI values,
the daily GPP strongly increases with LAI, indicating that
light capture is the main limiting factor of carbon uptake.
Then, the slight decrease of GPP with LAI may be
explained by a decrease in Nmass due to a ‘dilution’
effect. The modelled GPP under cloudy skies was
lowered by around 10 % compared with cloudless skies,
for example 6.5 against 7.3 g C m22 d21 for C180 canopies
(Fig. 4). We found a negligible effect of leaf eccentricity
(see Table 1) on this trade-off between light capture –
driven by LAI – and CO2 fixation – driven by Nmass
(data not shown). Finally, it should be noted that for a
given Ntot, alpine canopies operate at a higher LAI than
the optimal LAI (Fig. 4).
A sensitivity analysis of the seasonal GPP model was
conducted by estimating the effect of a 10 % increase in a
factor while keeping all other characteristics constant
(Fig. 6A). The simulations were run for a 100-d period
(see Material and Methods). A 10 % increase in the
length of growing season (corresponding to a shift of 10
d for the snowmelt) had the greatest impact on the seasonal
GPP (Fig. 6A). By comparison, a shift to clear sky conditions throughout the season had a weaker effect.
Similarly, increased temperature during the whole season
did not compensate for 10 d lost in the growing season.
LAI and two nitrogen-related factors, Nmass and sN, had a
noticeable impact on GPP, but still lower than that of the
length of growing season (Fig. 6A). The shift from a
uniform to a linearly decreasing nitrogen distribution
( pN ¼ 1) also had a weaker effect on GPP, roughly
similar to the effect of a temperature or an atmospheric
CO2 increase. Finally, a 10 % change in relative humidity,

leaf angle, or physiological parameters related to stomatal
conductance changed the GPP by less than 1 %.
The integrated values of GPP over the growing season
were around 200 g C m22, except for the plant communities
C140 and C150 (Fig. 6B). GPP simulations were also performed without the snow-induced shortening of the
growing season. For the late-snowmelt sites, the model predicted a severe reduction in the carbon uptake because of
the delayed snowmelt. However, the results indicated that
the functional properties of these canopies (greater Ntot
and LAI) largely compensated for this negative impact of
a reduced growing season.
DISCUSSION
Our study emphasizes the interplay between short-term and
long-term effects of snow-cover duration on the seasonal
carbon uptake of alpine canopies. Short-term effects are
driven by the direct influence of snow cover on the seasonal
light and temperature regimes, whereas long-term effects
correspond to the ecological sorting of species and plant
traits along snow-cover gradients. A main result is that
the snow-induced reduction in the carbon uptake period is
counterbalanced by increased efficiency of carbon gain,
which is made possible by the particular leaf trait combination of exploitative strategists that occur at the
late-snowmelt sites. To our knowledge, this is the first
attempt to determine the complex impact of snow on the
seasonal GPP of temperate alpine canopies.
Instantaneous CO2 flux measurements under different
light conditions are predicted well by our canopy photosynthesis model. We are thus confident that the use of
community-aggregated values of the chosen leaf traits is
relevant to simulate the carbon uptake at the community
level, as hypothesized in previous conceptual work (Diaz
and Cabido, 2001). We found that the assimilation rate of
the whole canopy (expressed per unit ground area) was of
the same magnitude as the leaf assimilation rate (expressed
per unit leaf area), which is consistent with other studies
(Grabherr and Cernusca, 1977; Diemer, 1994; Tappeiner
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F I G . 3. Relationships between community-aggregated values of (A) leaf
nitrogen concentration on a mass basis (Nmass) and mean leaf angle, and
(B) leaf nitrogen content on an area basis (Narea) and specific leaf area
(SLA). Means (+ s.e.) were calculated from 4 –9 different plots (see
Table 1). The numbers above the squares indicate the mean snowmelt
date for each community in Julian days.

and Cernusca, 1998). Compared with the most widely
investigated temperate alpine community, i.e. Carex
curvula-dominated alpine meadow (Diemer and Körner,
1998), the measured and modelled carbon uptake are
higher for canopies of late-snowmelt sites and lower for
early snowmelt sites.
Scaling-up from detailed plant physiological studies to
ecosystem or regional scales requires taking into account
variations in vegetation composition and community
structure. Approaches based on a priori classification of
plants into functional types have shown some limitations
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F I G . 4. Canopy gross CO2 uptake for sunny and overcast conditions in
mid-July 2006. Closed chamber measurements were performed (A) on
monoliths dominated by Carex foetida sampled at a late-snowmelt site
(C180), and (B) on monoliths dominated by Kobresia myosuroides
sampled at an early snowmelt site (C140). The relationships between
measured and predicted values are shown in the two insets. Evaluation
of the model performance is as follows: (A) n ¼ 50, r 2 ¼ 0.89,
RMSE ¼ 0.033, MAE ¼ 0.026; (B) n ¼ 46, r 2 ¼ 0.95, RMSE ¼ 0.025,
MAE ¼ 0.021.

(Naeem and Wright, 2003; Reich et al., 2004). Our study
shows how integrating the trait-based approaches of comparative plant ecology with canopy-functioning models
addresses this difficulty. However, recent findings suggest
that functional diversity, i.e. the distribution and range of
trait values in a given plant community, might be another
key driver of ecosystem functioning (Naeem and Wright,
2003; Reich et al., 2004). Clearly, a further challenge in
ecosystem modeling would be to explicitly incorporate
functional diversity effects into biogeochemical models.
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F I G . 5. Daily estimates of GPP (in g C m22 ground d21) for (A) sunny
and (B) overcast conditions in mid-July as a function of LAI.
Simulations were run for a range of canopy nitrogen contents, Ntot (in
mmol N m22 ground), represented by the lines. The black squares correspond to the GPP estimates obtained with the LAI–Ntot combinations of
the seven alpine plant communities studied. Numbers above the squares
as in Fig. 3.

There are several possible shortcomings when simulating
the GPP over the growing season. For example, we considered seasonal variations in incoming radiation and
degree-days, excluding the potential impact of changes in
soil water content on canopy assimilation. Our continuous
measurements of gravimetric soil water content, at 5 cm
below ground, did not show significant differences
between early and late-snowmelt sites, and only a slight
decrease through the growing season (F. Baptist, unpubl.
res.). The soils of the study site are deep and the average
rainfall between mid-May and mid-August for the three
years, 2004– 2006, was around 300 mm. These features
should ensure enough water is available to plants in the

F I G . 6. (A) Sensitivity analysis of the seasonal GPP model. The relative
change in GPP following a 10 % increase in a given factor was calculated
as (GPPnew – GPP)/GPP where GPPnew is the GPP obtained after changing
the factor. Factors for which the relative effect on GPP did not exceed 1 %
are not shown. Climatic variables and canopy features are distinguished.
LGS is for a 10-day increase of the length of growing season. Ca,
ambient CO2 partial pressure; pN, parameter for nitrogen distribution
(see Material and Methods); sN, slope of the linear relation between
Narea and Vc,max; Nmin, minimum leaf nitrogen content; ul, curvature of
the leaf response of electron transport rate to irradiance. (B) Seasonal estimates of GPP (in g C m22) for the seven alpine communities studied. For
each bar, the grey part accounts for the carbon uptake during the observed
length of the growing season, and the white part accounts for the missing
carbon uptake due to the delayed snowmelt. Numbers indicate the mean
snowmelt date of each community in Julian days.

conditions of low evaporative demand normal for highelevation meadows (Körner, 1999). Moreover, we did not
consider all the potential changes in plant functioning
over the growing season. For example, the nitrogen
content of late-snowmelt canopies is particularly high
immediately after their release from snow cover, but then
decreases slightly (F. Baptist, unpubl. res.). This may
cause an over-estimation of the seasonal GPP at
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late-snowmelt sites. These limitations call for further refinements of the model and, as such, absolute values of the seasonal GPP estimates should be considered with caution.
However, these limitations should not distort the conclusions about the relative impact of growing season
length vs. canopy functional properties on carbon uptake
along the snowmelt gradient.
In our simulations, leaf geometrical properties did not
exert a strong influence on GPP. Canopy photosynthesis
models, based on the Monsi – Saeki theory, also show that
the assimilation rate of canopies with a LAI under 2.5 is
largely independent of the extinction coefficient, K
(Hirose, 2005). However, our model neglects other potential effects of leaf inclination, for example the effect on
night-time frost and possible low-temperature photoinhibition (Germino and Smith, 2001). Presently, we do
not have enough empirical data to assess the relative
importance of such mechanisms at the canopy level and
over the growing season.
The results suggest that the alpine canopies do not
operate at their optimal LAI (Fig. 5). It is clear that
stand-level properties are not exclusively dependent upon
maximizing carbon uptake and that individuals are the
units under selection, not canopies (Hirose, 2005). Some
theoretical approaches have also highlighted that the
optimal LAI is not evolutionary stable if one takes into
account competition among individuals (Anten and
Hirose, 2001). Perhaps more interestingly, the comparison
of canopy functioning along the snowmelt gradient might
call for a more detailed investigation of the optimal LAI –
N relationships for different lengths of growing season.
As reported in other studies (De Pury and Farquhar,
1997; Gu et al., 2002), the sun – shade model allows a
more realistic treatment of the difference in the canopy
photosynthetic response to direct and diffuse radiation.
Increased carbon uptake under diffuse radiation
has already been reported (Roderick et al., 2001). The
deep-shaded leaf fraction within vegetation canopies is
strongly reduced on cloudy days compared to cloudless
days as a result of the increased diffuse fraction of incoming
radiation. Furthermore, at noon there is a lower probability
that canopy photosynthetic saturation will occur under overcast conditions compared to sunny conditions (Gu et al.,
2002).
The results support the view that the traits of exploitative
strategists (especially the high leaf Nmass, the rapid growth
of photosynthetic organs) should permit the constraint of
a shortened carbon-uptake period to be overcome.
However, both conservative and exploitative strategies are
known to be adaptive under severe limitation of the
carbon uptake period (Kikuzawa and Kudo, 1995).
Obviously, the exploitative strategy is strongly dependent
upon sufficient soil nutrient availability. The late-snowmelt
sites that were investigated benefit from a pulse of inorganic
nitrogen at the time of snowmelt, as compared to
early snowmelt sites (F. Baptist, unpubl. res.; see
Supplementary Information online). These results are also
consistent with other comparisons along snowmelt gradients (Bowman et al., 1993; Fisk et al., 1998; Jaeger
et al., 1999). It is therefore likely that in the late-snowmelt
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sites that were studied, this nutrient pulse at the onset of
growing season allowed a rapid expansion of photosynthetic
tissues, which ensured efficient light capture and carbon
fixation.
Conclusions

For cold ecosystems, the carbon-uptake period is primarily determined by the snow-cover duration. Here, we have
demonstrated that the snow-induced changes in the length
of growing season had the highest impact on the seasonal
GPP. Our study is among the first ones to integrate the functional trait approach with instantaneous measurements and
integrated estimates of ecosystem functioning. This
approach is particularly promising because continuous
recordings of CO2 fluxes have been shown to be technically
difficult in alpine environments with strong bioclimatic
gradients.
Climatic change in will affect snow regimes in temperate
mountains (Keller et al., 2005; Euskirchen et al., 2006).
Increased temperature and reduced snow precipitation
may be responsible for earlier snowmelt. But the phenological responses of alpine species to a lengthening growing
season are still hard to predict (Starr et al., 2000; Wipf
et al., 2006; Bjork and Molau, 2007). One might predict
a small impact on carbon uptake if plant communities are
dominated by periodic species, i.e. species with a fixed,
genetically controlled growing period (Sorenson, 1941).
Conversely, the short-term consequences for ecosystem productivity would be stronger if aperiodic species, i.e. species
able to extend their vegetative growth, are dominatant.
Future studies should address these issues for a better estimate of seasonal GPP in alpine meadows in response to
global climate change.
S U P P L E M E N TARY I N FOR M AT I O N
Supplementary material is available online at http://aob.
oxfordjournals.org/ and consists of the following figures
and tables. Figure S1: the daily course of temperature, relative humidity and photosynthetically active radiation for
sunny, intermediate and cloudy days in May– August.
Figure S2: Relationship between the maximum rate of carboxylation (Vc,max) and the leaf nitrogen content per unit
area (Narea). Figure S3: daily uptake of nitrate and
ammonium by a resin bag inserted at 5 cm below ground
in the C140, C160 and C180 communities. Table S1: list
of constants, parameters and lumped variables used in the
model. Table S2: list of the main equations of the model.
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